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Abstract
Multi-band approach has recently been introduced for recogni-
tion of speech corrupted by frequency-localized noise, show-
ing higher robustness than the traditional full-band approach.
However, the multi-band approach has been found to be less
robust for wide-band noise than the full-band approach. In
this paper, we present a multi-band recognition system based
on the combination of the probabilistic union model and the
frequency-filtering technique. The probabilistic union model
is used to combine the features from the individual sub-bands
without requiring information about the sub-band corruption.
The frequency-filtering technique is used to produce the fea-
ture vector for each sub-band, which is similar to the usual cep-
stral feature but does not spead the frequency-localized noise
over the sub-bands. We demonstrate that this combination re-
sults in a system that is equally effective for dealing with both
frequency-localized noise and wide-band noise.

1. Introduction
While current speech recognizers give acceptable performance
in carefully controlled environments, their performance de-
grades rapidly when they are applied in more realistic situations.
Based on the spectral characteristics, the environmental noise
can be classified into two broad classes: wide-band noise and
frequency-localized noise. While wide-band noise affects all
parts of speech frequency-band, the frequency-localized noise
corrupts only certain areas of the speech frequency-band.

In order to exploit the potential of the remaining uncor-
rupted areas in the case of frequency-localized noise, recently,
multi-band approach has been studied in, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]. This
approach is based on a division of the entire speech frequency-
band into several sub-bands, each sub-band represented by an
independent feature vector. Therefore, a partial corruption of
the speech frequency-band can be isolated into some of the sub-
bands, while the other sub-bands remain unaffected and thus
can be used for recognition.

The key issue of the multi-band system is the formulation
of the combination of sub-bands. Ideally, those bands that are
unaffected or only slightly affected by noise should be selected,
as they provide correct information about the utterance, whilst
the bands dominated by noise should be excluded as they can
be detrimental to the recognition accuracy. This is difficult to
achieve without prior information about the noise. Previous
studies have suggested that the corrupted bands may be iden-
tified by measuring local signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). While it
is possible to estimate the local SNR in the case of stationary
noise, it is generally difficult to estimate in the noise with un-

known or time-varying bands. Recently, a new approach, the
probabilistic union model, has been studied as an alternative so-
lution to the above sub-band combination problem [5, 6]. This
model combines the sub-bands based on the probability theory
for union of random events. A novel characteristic of this model
is that it does not require any information about the noisy bands.

The second issue of the multi-band system is the feature
representation for each sub-band. Various sub-band parameteri-
zations can be used, such as sub-band critical-band energies [1]
and sub-band cepstral coefficients [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The prob-
lem of multi-band approach arises in the case involving wide-
band noise, i.e. when all parts of the speech frequency-band
are corrupted. It has been reported that significantly lower per-
formance is achieved for wide-band noise in comparison to the
full-band approach [1, 3]. It is assumed that this may be caused
by losing the correlation information between the sub-bands. A
possible way to cope with this problem can be the addition of
the full-band feature as an additional stream to multi-band sys-
tem, as presented in [4].

In this paper, we present an alternative way to deal with
both wide-band noise and frequency-localized noise in multi-
band recognition system. Specifically, we describe a multi-band
recognition system which uses the probabilistic union model to
combine the sub-band features, and uses the frequency filter-
ing technique [7, 8] to form the feature for each sub-band. The
frequency-filtered feature is similar to the usual cepstral fea-
ture but does not spead the frequency-localized noise over the
sub-bands. We demonstrate that the combination of these two
techniques results in a system that is capable of dealing with
both wide-band and frequency-localized noise, while requiring
no knowledge about the noise. We have tested the proposed
model using the TIDIGITS database, corrupted by various types
of noise, assuming no knowledge about the bandwidth and sta-
tistical distribution of the noise. The results indicate that the
new model significantly improves over the previous models.

2. The probabilistic union model for
sub-band combination

Assume a multi-band recognition system withN sub-bands,
each sub-band being characterized by a feature streamon;
n = 1; : : : N . In recognition, we are given a set of sub-band
featureso = (o1; o2; : : : ; oN ) in which there may be some of
theon’s noisy, due to some unknown frequency-localized noise.
When there is no noise, the traditional approach for extracting
information from this feature set is to combine the individual
sub-band features by using the ”and” (i.e. conjunction) opera-
tor ^. Assuming that the sub-band features are independent of
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one another, the overall likelihood of this feature set then equals
the product of the individual likelihoodsp(on) associated with
eachon, i.e.

p(o) = p(o1 ^ o2 ^ � � � ^ oN )

= p(o1)p(o2) � � � p(oN) (1)

We call the model in Eq. (1) theproduct model. For this model,
if the probability density functions of the individual sub-bands,
p(xn)’s, are trained on clean speech and used for modelling an
utterance with some noisy sub-bands, then the corresponding
p(on)’s for the noisyon’s will be highly inaccurate – on the
correct model they may become very small, because of the mis-
match between the model and data, particularly if the noise is
strong. This can destroy the model’s ability to produce a high
likelihood for the correct phonetic class. To overcome this prob-
lem, we may alternatively assume that, in a given feature set
o = (o1; o2; : : : ; oN), the useful features that characterize the
speech utterance may be any of theon’s, n = 1 : : : N , or any of
the combinations among theon ’s until the complete feature set.
This can be expressed, based on the inclusive ”or” (i.e. disjunc-
tion) operator_, as

o_ = o1 _ o2 _ � � � _ oN (2)

whereo_ is a combined observation based on_. If we assume
that theon’s are mutually independent discrete random vectors,
and note that

W
m

n=1
on = (

W
m�1

n=1
on) _ om , then the proba-

bility of o_, P (o_), can be computed using a recursion

P (o_) = P (_
m

n=1on)

= P (_
m�1
n=1 on) + P (om)� P (_

m�1
n=1 on)P (om) (3)

Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are called the probabilitistic union model
[5, 6]. The advantage of Eq. (3) over Eq. (1) (i.e. the product
model) for noisy speech is that, because Eq. (3) is effectively the
sum of the individual probabilities, a small probabilityP (on)
makes only a small contribution to Eq. (3), and as such will have
little effect onP (o_). This effectively reduces the influence
of noisy bands, which typically produce smallP (on)’s, in the
overall probability associated with the correct model. However,
because Eq. (3) effectively averages the probabilities of individ-
ual sub-band features, it is not an effective model for a feature
set in which there are two or more clean sub-bands. This can
be improved by using the combination of ’and’, ’or’ operators.
Specifically, if the noise affectsM bands(M < N), then we
should combine the remaining(N �M) clean bands by using
the ”and” operator to accumulate – rather than average – the in-
formation of each clean band. Since we assume no knowledge
about the position of the noisy bands, these(N �M) clean
bands can be any of the combinations of(N �M) bands. This
uncertainty can be modeled by using the ”or” operator. Thus,
we obtain a model

o_M =

_

n1n2:::nN�M

(on1 ^ on2 ^ � � � ^ onN�M ) (4)

where the ”or” operator_ is taken over all combinations of
(1; 2; : : : N) taken(N �M) at a time, resulting in a total of
NCN�M combinations. The model in Eq. (4) is called the
union model with order M [5, 6]. The value of M corresponds to
the maximum number of noisy bands that the model can acco-
modate. Eq. (4) is reduced to Eq. (2) when orderM = N � 1,
and to the product model Eq. (1) whenM = 0.

The union model may be used to combine the sub-band
features in the frame level. Implementing this in a con-
ventional HMM only involves a modification for calculat-
ing the state-based observation probability during recognition.
This probability,bi(o_), for combining the sub-band features
o1; o2; : : : ; oN at statei can be approximated as [5, 6]

bi(o_) =
X

8(n1n2:::nN�M )

bi(on1)bi(on2 ) � � � bi(onN�M ) (5)

where the summation is over the combinations of(1; 2; : : : N)

taken(N �M) at a time.

3. The frequency-filtering technique
The features derived from frequency filtering have been re-
cently used as an alternative to the cepstral coefficients for
speech recognition [7, 8]. Researches in [7, 8] have investigated
this technique for full-band based speech recognition and have
achieved better results than the cepstral coefficients for speech
corrupted by various types of wide-band real-world noise.

A speech frame passes a filter-bank which outputs the log-
arithm filter bank energies (logFBE’s). The frequency filtering
method generates a new set of feature parameters by filtering
the logFBE’s, with an effect to decorrelate the logFBE vector.
Different type of filters may be used for this filtering operation.
It was found in [7, 8] that the FIR filter with a transfer function

H(z) = z � z�1 (6)

produces good results across many different tasks and
databases. The filtering operation based on Eq. (6) calculates
the current feature parameter by taking the difference between
its two adjacent logFBE’s. Therefore, for a frequency-localized
noise that corruptsj logFBE’s, the filtering operation will only
cause(j+2) feature parameters to be corrupted. Thus, the local-
ized corruption is not spread to the whole feature vector after the
filtering operation is applied, as opposed to the full-band cep-
stral representation. So the frequency-filtered parameters have
the advantage of the cepstral coefficients (e.g. being decorre-
lated, and their variance being appropriately equalized), and at
the same time, have a good noise localization capability. These
characteristics could be exploited for dealing with both wide-
band and frequency-localized noise.

4. Combining the frequency-filtering
technique & the probabilistic union model

Denote the entire vector of frequency-filtered logFBE’s by
F = (F (1); F (2); : : : ; F (Q)), whereQ is the number of the
filters in the filter bank. Assuming a multi-band system with
N sub-bands, we split the vectorF into N sub-vectorsFn,
n = 1; 2; : : : N , representing the feature vector of each sub-
band (so eachFn consists ofK = Q=N elements). An ex-
ample of a multi-band system with three sub-bands is shown in
Fig. 1.

We can see that the frequency-localized noise (depicted as
black) which corrupts only two elements of logFBE vector, will
be isolated in the third sub-band, leaving the other two sub-
bands unaffected. When applying the probabilistic union model
to combine the sub-band feature vectorsFn ’s, the overall obser-
vation probabilitybi(o_) shown in Eq. (5) can be calculated in
three possible ways, depending on the model order M:
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Figure 1:A multi-band recognition system based on frequency
filtering technique.

a) bi(F1)bi(F2)bi(F3)

b) bi(F1)bi(F2) + bi(F1)b(F3) + bi(F2)bi(F3)

c) bi(F1) + bi(F2) + bi(F3)

where combinations (a)-(c) correspond to the model order M
from 0 to 2, respectively. In the case with one noisy band both
combinations (b) and (c) are suitable for reducing its effect be-
cause there are some terms in the combination that are not af-
fected by the noise. However, combination (b) is best suited, be-
cause it accumulates the discriminative information of the two
remaining clean bands.

Further, note that combination (a), for orderM = 0, is
equivalent to a full-band model applied to the frequency-filtered
feature parameters. As pointed by [7, 8], this model has shown
robustness to wide-band noise. Therefore, the combination of
the frequency-filtering technique and probabilistic union model
provides a system that should be capable of dealing with both
wide-band noise and frequency-localized noise.

5. Experiments
Experiments have been carried out using the isolated-digit part
of the TIDIGITS database. This database includes eleven
isolated-digit words: “one” to “nine”, “zero”, and “oh”, each
digit surrounded by some silences. Training is performed on
clean utterances from the training set. For recognition, the
testing set is corrupted by various types of frequency-localized
noise and wide-band noise, respectively. Frequency-localized
noise is generated by passing the Gaussian white noise through
a band-pass filter. The 3dB cut-off bandwidth of the noise is
fixed at 100Hz and the central frequency (CF) of the noise is
varied. In particular, four central frequencies are chosen, which
are 900 Hz, 1200 Hz, 1800 Hz and 2400 Hz. For wide-band
noise corruption, white, railway station and pub noises are used,
respectively. In all cases, noise is added to the clean speech. The
calculation of the SNR is based on the averaged energy of all the
test speech utterances; so the noise in each utterance is of con-
stant loudness, regardless of the actual energy of speech in that
utterance. Two SNR conditions are considered, i.e. SNR=10dB
and SNR=0dB.

The speech signal, sampled at 8kHz, is divided into frames
of 30ms, with an overlap of 10ms between frames. Both pre-
emphasis and Hamming window are applied to each frame. A

filter bank analysis with 20 mel-scaled filters is performed to
obtain the logFBE vector which is then filtered by the filter
defined in Eq. (6). Afterwards, the filtered vector is split into
5 sub-vectors, each representing a feature vector of the indi-
vidual sub-band. To compare the results, we also perform the
experiments using sub-band cepstral representation, where the
logFBE vector is split into 5 sub-vectors. Applying DCT on
each sub-vector generates the sub-band MFCC representation.
For both sub-band representations, the system is composed of
5 streams. In order to include dynamic spectral information,
the delta (Æ) parameters are computed and included which form
the second 5 streams. The probabilities of these 10 streams are
merged at the frame level using the probabilistic union model.
Further, the results are compared to full-band system which uses
a full-band MFCC (plus delta) representation. A 12-state HMM
is estimated for each word, with the first and last states being
tied among all the vocabulary words to account for the silence
parts of the utterances.

Table 1 presents the recognition results for clean speech.
As indicated in Table 1, the multi-band approach, in both types
of the sub-band representation, gives equal or slightly better re-
sults than full-band approach.

Table 1: Recognition performance of the full-band model and
multi-band models for clean speech.

Full-band Multi-band
MFCC Sub-band Frequency

(static+Æ=Æ) MFCC filtering

Clean 98.0 / 95.4 99.6 98.0

Table 2 presents the recognition results for speech corrupted
by frequency-localized noise. We can see that multi-band ap-
proach with the frequency-filtered representation achieves com-
parable recognition performance to that obtained by the sub-
band MFCCs. As explained in Section 3, this is becasue
the frequency-filtering technique does not spread frequency-
localized noise across the sub-bands. This spreading causes sig-
nificantly lower recognition score for the full-band approach, as
can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2: Recognition performance of the full-band model and
multi-band models for speech corrupted by frequency-localized
noise.

Noise Full-band Multi-band
Central SNR MFCC Sub-band Frequency

Frequency (dB) (static+Æ=Æ) MFCC filtering
(Hz)

900 10 21.5 / 86.8 96.9 93.2
0 16.0 / 79.7 92.4 88.4

1200 10 20.9 / 88.4 97.7 95.5
0 15.3 / 81.9 90.3 92.0

1800 10 33.9 / 85.4 95.9 95.3
0 16.5 / 78.0 83.3 92.0

2400 10 25.3 / 89.0 96.6 96.3
0 18.3 / 81.9 88.3 95.0

The recognition results for wide-band noisy speech are shown
in Table 3. The results indicate that the multi-band approach us-
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ing the sub-band MFCCs performs poorer than the model using
the frequency-filtered features for wide-band noise. The latter
also achieves similar or higher recognition score in comparison
to the full-band approach. As discussed in the Section 4, this
is becuase the probabilistic union model includes the product
sub-band combination which is equivalent to a full-band model
applied to the frequency-filtered features.

Table 3: Recognition performance of the full-band model and
multi-band models for speech corrupted by wide-band noise.

Full-band Multi-band
Type of SNR MFCC Sub-band Frequency
noise (dB) (static+Æ=Æ) MFCC filtering

White 10 37.2 / 68.5 50.3 72.4
0 13.8 / 40.8 23.7 27.4

Rail 10 94.4 / 85.6 61.9 91.6
0 74.6 / 71.3 55.0 69.4

Pub 10 48.0 / 77.7 63.1 86.1
0 24.7 / 42.2 41.7 49.1

Finally, we performed an experiment by using both the
frequency-filtered features and the sub-band MFCCs for each
sub-band, resulting in a multi-band system consisting of 20
streams. The recognition performance of this combined model
is shown in Table 4.

Table 4:Recognition performance of the multi-band model us-
ing combined feature parameters.

Type of speech SNR Combined
(dB) multi-band model

Clean 99.6
900 10 97.9

0 94.1
Frequency- 1200 10 98.9
localized 0 95.8

noise with CF 1800 10 98.3
(Hz) 0 95.2

2400 10 98.1
0 95.9

White 10 81.2
0 44.9

Wide-band Rail 10 92.7
noise 0 77.5

Pub 10 89.8
0 62.4

6. Summary
In this paper we presented a multi-band recognition system
capable of dealing with both wide-band noise and frequency-
localized noise. The proposed system is based on the frequency-
filtering technique to produce the features for each sub-band and
on the probablistic model to comine the sub-band features. The
proposed system has been tested on the TIDIGITS database,
corrupted by various types of wide-band and frequency-
localized noise, assuming no knowledge about the noise, in-
cluding the bandwidth, band position and statistical distribution
of the noise. The results indicate that the new model can signifi-

cantly improve the multi-band system when dealing with wide-
band noise.
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